TRTC Host to Thirty Representatives From Eight Regional Colleges for Intercollegiate Radio Discussion

All Phases of Broadcasting Included in All-Day Forum

By PAUL TERRY

Thirty representatives from eight different colleges attended a meeting of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System at Trinity on March 7th. Representatives were present from M.L.T., Wesleyan, Brown, Harvard, Boston University, and Tufts University. The meeting took place in two phases, with an intercollegium session which was primarily a discussion period, and a joint session where panel discussions were taken up. The intercollegium session was held in the library, and the floor to the meeting was opened to the public. The meeting was held under the chairmanship of Mr. John Mason, acting as President-Elect.

The meeting was opened with a welcome address by Mr. F. W. Martin, Director of the I.B.S. The chairman spoke on the need for an Intercollegiate Radio Committee to take an active part in the work of the I.B.S. The meeting was then called to order, and the following officers of the I.B.S. were announced:

President-Elect Albert C. Jacobs
Vice-President Frederick W. Martin
Secretary James W. O'Shaughnessy
Treasurer John F. Martin

The meeting then proceeded to the discussion of specific phases of broadcasting, with representatives from each college taking part. The discussion was wide-ranging and covered all aspects of the radio business, from programming and production to technical matters.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m., after which dinner was served in the Embassied residence. The evening was spent in discussing the proceedings of the meeting and planning for future activities.

Third Embassy Plan Scheduled to Be Held Tomorrow Evening

By ELLA EISENSTEIN

The Embassy Plan, sponsored by the Christian Association opens its third annual session here Thursday. The purpose of the session is to acquaint students with the need of relating Christianity to everyday problems and bringing Christian administration to college campuses. The session will be opened by a presentation of a film about the Christian Association in England, followed by a discussion of questions.

The meeting will be held in the executive lounge of the hotel at 8:15 p.m. All students are invited to attend.

Mrs. Jacobs Braves Snow in Drive East

"It was a long hard drive from Denver and we're glad to be here," said Mrs. Albert C. Jacobs upon her arrival on campus Thursday. Mrs. Jacobs is on a tour of college campuses and is planning to make a presentation of the song "Man of Many Words." She was welcomed by the Christian Association and was met at the hotel by Mr. J. F. Martin, the association's editor.

The meeting was held in the executive lounge of the hotel at 8:15 p.m. All students are invited to attend.

St. Thomas Prof. Will Speak to Newman Club Members

On Tuesday evening, March 17th, Mr. Paul E. Francois, Professor of Biology at St. Thomas Seminary, will address the Newman Club of the College. Father Fries' topic will address the Newman Club, and will be followed by a discussion of questions.

The meeting will be held in the executive lounge of the hotel at 8:15 p.m. All students are invited to attend.

Tripod Elections to Be on Monday Afternoon at 4:00 p.m.

The annual Tripod elections will be held Monday afternoon at 4:00 p.m. in the Executive Room. The candidates for the various offices will be voting upon the Tripod candidates. The Executive Room is located on the second floor of the Administration Building.

For more information, please contact the Tripod editors, Managing Editor, Business Manager, and two Members-at-Large.
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De Witt Taylor Elected C.I.S.L. Majority Leader

De Witt Taylor, leader of the delegation to the Intercollegiate Student Legislature, was elected Friday as the new C.I.S.L. Majority Leader by representatives from 18 Connecticut colleges.

The next meeting will be held in the Executive Lounge of the hotel at 8:00, at which time Dr. Kenneth Cragg of the Hartford Seminary Foundation will address the group on the topic of "Dissidents and New Order in the Middle East."
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Nath the Realms

VIA NEWMAN and RORY ANGELOU

On March 5, 1953 Stalin fell victim to the most effective weapon of tyrants, death. The absolute ruler of 80,000,000 people and 14,000,000 sq. miles, history's greatest empire, has passed away, leaving behind his anxiety and speculation. Malevich and his associates have announced that the world is waiting for the sunrise.

RUSSIA: The death of Russia's Premier has thrown the nation into depths of sobering mourning. Lines consisting of persons 50 abreast and two miles long have passed the body of Stalin lying in state in the Hall of Columns in a last gesture of loyalty and respect to their demigod-like leader, showing to the world the complete translation in the Russian people of Stalinist and Stalinnic propaganda. Malevich, Sain, is in charge since his admission as the dietary personal assistant on the Secretariat of the Central Committee in 1953, most superimpose Stalin's mythologies with the Malevichian myth to provide the people with the stimulus for the continuance of tremendous personal sacrifice for the Russian war machine. The basic problem, which may result in the purges of respectable personalities, viz., Beria, Molotov, and Bulganin, will be the consolidation of power.

THE SATELLITES: Behind the Iron Curtain, the supporting cast in the Russian play for world domination have their greatest opportunity to fall in from the Kremlin's script now that the star is dead. Although Stalin did permeate the ruling group in each satellite with Moscow-trained personnel, intent nationalism may supersede Russia's imperialism and culminate in a sequel to Yugoslavia. Mao Tsetung's China is the most progressive country to accept an action, because of its lack of Soviet-inspired officials and its position as the most independent powerful satellites.

Mrs. Clive Jenkins, former co-editor of the New York Post, has written about the Eisenhower's cut rate, expressing condolences to the Russian people without mention of the primaries and with the hope that they may have the opportunity for a better life indicated the feelings of the United States. Although the United States hopes for a new Russian foreign policy keying on entente and cooperation. However, the United States does not intend to slacken its defense effort and strength up the quick verification of the European Defense

THE LIBRARY AND THE STUDENTS

Trinity students, it seems to us, have been presented with one of the greatest of means of getting an education; the very means by which there is no doubt that there is a great ignorance among the undergraduate as to exactly what the new building will do. Many of the advantages has so far to offer to serious and not-so-serious pursuers of knowledge. For this reason, we plan next week to start a series of articles in another section of the paper concerning the various phases and departments of the library, in the hope that the student body will be able to take greater advantage of the opportunities which the new building offers.

We first wish to consider the somewhat mysterious Walkinson Collection. Students have a kind of terror of the third floor, and do not realize the vast storehouse of knowledge that is there. Many erroneously believe that the Walkinson is closed to students except when they have special permission. This is the moment of the Trinity collection in the locked stacks on the second floor. Here, an undergraded and with a kind of nostalgic sense of history could spend innumerable hours pouring over the interesting, entertaining Trinitiana which the collection offers. There are also several other collections which are nationally known but are virtually unheard of on the campus.

There is another collection which offers a much wider variety of periodicals and new books to the student than did the old organization. Perhaps students have not taken the fullest advantage of this opportunity. The microfilm facilities, the reading rooms and books are menaced with far other facets of this true gem of buildings are among the things which we hope to explain to the students in the hope that they will be able to use the new library as much and as intelligently as possible.
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WELCOME!!!

Shortly before or shortly after this edition rolls off the press, Trinity College will welcome its president-elect. The Tripod would like to extend to Dr. and Mrs. Jacobs and their son, a word of welcome from the staff and the student body as a whole. Most of us here like Trinity, as it is, and think also that it is growing with each passing day. There is a new kind of a pioneering spirit on the campus; a progressive spirit that looks upon the future only as the instrument by which the college may be improved. We therefore look forward with great interest to a new day of anticipation born of a respect for what he has done in the past. We hope that he will fast be made familiar and welcome in the Trinity community, and become the leader in the progressive movement that is bound to put Trinity at the front of the list of small colleges within the near future.

February 12, 1953

THE Tripod

Feb 12, 1953

One more week

The Tripod was put to sleep for the second time, and will not be back again until the first of March. The feature editor is now in the hospital, and has been for some days. He is doing better, and we hope to see him soon. It is a great loss, and we are very happy to see him back.

(Continued on page 6)

HEARTSTONE RESTAURANT

Select your own steak

See it broiled over Hickory logs

Open kitchen
Cocktail lounge

680 MAPLE AVE. HARTFORD

FULL LINE OF FILMS
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING SERVICE

Student Union BOOKSTORE

THEFT EDITED

Salute Hell! I Run This Thing.

THE Fetid Air

By Jack Boyer

"I'll bet nobody ever reads none of this stuff," said the Managing Editor, as he helped to put the Tripod to bed at 1 o'clock on a Sunday morning. (The M.E. is known around the office as a pessimist, or one who is always looking for the worst.)

"I'll bet there are a great many who read the Tripod—or at least Features—every week" retorted the Feature Editor, as he thought happily of the past weekend at Northampton. (The F.E. is known around the office as an optimist, or one who is always looking for the best.

There seemed to be a slight tension in the smokeladen air.

"But why don't somebody find out?" we ventured to put in. "Why doesn't someone conduct a student survey on how many people read the paper ever week, and then you'll know," we said, as we finished sweeping out the office, picking up the comic books, and collecting the empty beer cans on the desk. (We are known around the office as a sucker, or one who is always looking for the dirty end of any particular stick. Rarely, as a matter of fact, are we disappointed.)

"Great Idea! Tremendous! Super-colossal! Go to it, my boy! Bring in the results for the next issue!" screamed the M.E. and the F.E. with one voice. They dashed us out the door, and we were left to face the morning.

Well, we managed to finish up the survey for this week's issue, and the results were interesting indeed. First the student body done to know that there is a newspaper on campus. Following their usual practice, the students interviewed had seen copies of the Tripod, and most of them knew who was doing it, and whom to ask. (The M.E. was a pretty good guesser, and the F.E. was a very bad one.)

But as for us actually reading the paper, that was a different story altogether. Out of a survey group of twenty students, the breakdown of the uses to which the Tripod was put was as follows:

(Continued on page 6)
"Sleep of Prisoners" is Considered Impressive

By SEN DYE

Presenting a second play this year in North Chapel, the Junior again displayed the fine acting and directing which made for a successful performance. On March 11, in the Junior under the direction of George E. Nichols, III, gave a reading of Christopher Fry's A Sleep of Prisoners.

The play, in one act, involves the dreams of four soldiers who are imprisoned in an old church. Each man has a dream in which he shows his personal perception of himself and the others. A conflicting selection of ballads during the prisoners' waking moments offsets the rather grim Old Testament scenes during the dreams.

Patterson Keller, as Private David King, gave a convincing interpretation of a man who tries to solve his problems with his physical strength—no did, according to Fry, Colin, David, Abraham and Meshach.

Donald Reynolds conscientiously portrayed Private Peter Abe, a man who like Abel, Absolom, Isaac and Abraham, thought that there were other ways of adapting himself to life and accepting death than with cruelty.

"Sleep of Prisoners" was brought up and the invitation to the Southern Relay Committee track meet became the star in a Negro Harvard controversy statement that they would decline the invitation rather than leave Alan T. Howe, '55, at home.

The problem of one standard class was again raised. No action on provisions made for the position of several houses. A star is expected to the handling of his interpretations of one who accept- and are reasonable. Mr. Donald B. Engleby, who were reasonably.

Mr. Jacob is a team working kind of man, and his great administrative ability were the factors which definitely marked Jacobs as the "best man" for the post. He also pointed out that Trinity's small size and personal atmosphere had a great deal to do with Mr. Jacobs' decision to accept the position of President-

He also pointed out that Trinity's small size and personal atmosphere had a great deal to do with Mr. Jacobs' decision to accept the position of President.

Music Department to Hold Series of Listening Hours

Tomorrow evening the Music Department will inaugurate a series of listening hours for the entire student body. The program, which will be held from 7:30 to 9:30 in the conference room on the second floor of the Library, will be under the direction of Roland Roman, '56.

If the response to the new program is favorable, it will be continued each Thursday evening. Special requests for selections should be submitted to Roman in advance, or left at the circulation desk. Suggestions with respect to the handling of the project should be submitted either to Roman, Mr. Donald B. Engley, or Professor Clarence Walters.

Hartford National Bank & Trust Co.
Established 1792
CONNECTICUT'S OLDEST AND LARGEST BANK
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Six Convenient Branches in Greater Hartford:
"Resources to handle the largest - the will to serve the smallest."

Futon Praises President
In Exclusive Interview

"Of all the numerous candidates the committee considered for the position of President of the College, Albert C. Jacobs is the only one that really rang a bell with me," declared former President G. Keith Futon in an exclusive Tripped interview last Sunday. The New York Stock Exchange head spent the day in Hartford visit- ing his father who is confined to a local hospital. He also attended morning Chapel services, inspected the new ROTC offices in the Library, and was shown the progress made in the digging of the foundation of the new dormitory.

Mr. Futon said that his scholarly background, his personality, and his great administrative ability were the factors which definitely marked Jacobs as the "best man" for the post. He also pointed out that Trinity's small size and personal atmosphere had a great deal to do with Mr. Jacobs' decision to accept the position of President-

He also pointed out that Trinity's small size and personal atmosphere had a great deal to do with Mr. Jacobs' decision to accept the position of President.
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Campus Comments

By Bill Dobrov

We got to the last basketball game of the season on Saturday, and received a pleasant surprise in the performance of the varsity hoopsters. According to the reports, this '52-'53 club was an in and out bunch which had just managed to put together a .500 season against Brown. But on the floor that night the Bantams were a hustling, accurate, and alert ball club of which one might predict great things if the season were just beginning instead of ending. Although Brown's superior height allowed them to control a majority of the rebounds, the Bantams were so inept generally that they were unable to turn this advantage into a decisive one. Wrinn, Chisty, and Company were up for this ball game, and so Trinity has a 9-9 record for the season.

Trinity's fencing team traveled up to Boston Saturday, and brought the New England championship back to the Hilltop. This is the crowning event in the cap of the swordsmen, who have been consistently successful over many years of competition at Trinity. George Krumer completely dominated the foil competition, winning all his bouts, and Stan Anthony won the individual saber crown. Freshman Mack Riskin passed even his teammate, Connecticut state open champ Dave Fisher, to tie for the lead in that division, only to lose the playoff as his youth and nervousness defeated him. The team brought home two individual trophies, and a three foot high team cup will arrive soon. Congratulations are in order for the fourers, for whom a laurel wreath here at Trinity, without benefit of coaching. Though operating semi-informally, the team is considered as important fencing power in the east. They regularly schedule such top events as Stevens Tech and Harvard.

Mermen to Face Williams at N.E.I.S.C.; Toole, Parrott, Roback, Chief Hopes

By Jack Derman

On March 13th and 14th the 14th Annual New England Intercollegiate Swimming Championship will be held in the M.I.T. pool. The meet will officially mark the end of the 1952-53 pool season for New England's finest swimmers.

Hopefuls from Trinity, Trin. colors will compose the defending champs but the M.I.T. club will be the dominating force in the varsity competition, winning all the events of the '52-'53 winter sports season. It is only fitting that we go back for a moment to review the important accomplishments of our teams. In 69 athletic competitions, Trinity emerged victorious in 44 for a very respectable 63.8% average.

First order of the week is premiering the Trinity varsity swimming pool, as they finish their preliminary trials, all scheduled for the weekend. The first event will be the invasion of Bay State foes.

Against Massachusetts, Trin was never headed, as their shooting was accurate from the outside and sharp underneath the hoop. The Bantams' effective defense slowed down the fast-moving attack of the visitors and the lead was not threatened until the third period. When the Bay Staters cut it down to 10 points at 2-2, the visitors rally was soon quashed through the efforts of Eustis, Burton, and Don Anderson who came up with a total of 19 points with his hooks and layups.

Against a highly favored Brown team, it was all Trinity, as the big boy hit on well-aimed lay-ups. On the other end of the floor, the Bantams ended up with 14 field goals and 9 fouls in their record-setting venture. Other men hitting double figures were Burton, Anderson, and John Sweet. A shifty third period cut the Bantam lead down to 4, but they rallied for 20 successful moves in the final stretch, while a tighter defense held the Bantams to 11.

(Continued on page 6)

Flavor that chill can't kill

It's always winter in your refrigerator

That's why Ballantine Beer is deep-brewed to hold its fine flavor, even when served cold.

Ballantine brews for flavor! For lightness, yes! For dryness, of course! But first, last, and always, Ballantine brews for the finish, full flavor that chill can't kill.

Serve Ballantine Beer right off the ice. Every glass just brims with flavor!

Ballantine Beer

P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, N. J.

Washington Diner

We Serve Dinners & Lunches Call 6-6272 for Reservations Free Parking 175 Wash. St.

A PORTABLE TYPEWRITER IS A MUST FOR EVERY STUDENT

Sales Rental Service

On All Makes of Machines TO SERVE YOU BEST Call on National Typewriter Co., Inc.

247 ASYLUM STREET HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT Telephone 7-1155
Bantam Fencers Take New England Crown by One Point as Avitabile, Kramer Top Saber and Foil

Mazzarella Clinches Crown in Last Bout

The Trinity College fencers are champions of New England. The team, which competes on an informal basis, without coaching went to Boston last Sunday and walked off with five of the six trophies awarded at the first New England Conference Championships, spelling the blood of such celeb rated teams as Boston University, MIT, Clark University, and the University of Connecticut.

George Kramer, Trinity’s number two foil man, was the outstanding dueler of the afternoon as he slashed his way through the opposition to enjoy the only undefeated record at the meet. He won the foil championship easily, demonstrating clearly that no one else was in his class.

Avitabile Wins

Co-captain Stan Avitabile won the sabre championship after a play-off with Boston UV’s captain, who had the identical 7-1 record. Hal Bartlett, one of MIT’s heroes that afternoon, won the epee title with a 7-1 score. He was beaten in the afternoon and fell by the wayside. Though his scores were phenomenal, but folded in the final bout left and the score stood at 35-all man and took his fifth win for Boston and 35 for Trinity.

It’s the size of the FIGHT in the man!

That’s right! In the U. S. Air Force, it’s not the size of the man in the fight—it’s the size of the FIGHT in the MAN! And Aviation Cadets must have plenty of it. For Cadet training is rugged. If you’re good enough...tough enough...smart enough...if you can take it while you’re learning to dish it out, you can have one of the most fascinating careers in the world. You’ll be equipped to fly the latest, hottest planes. You’ll be prepared to take your position as an executive, both in military and commercial aviation as well as in industry. And while you’re helping yourself you’ll be helping your country, WIN YOUR WINGS! It takes little over a year to win your wings as a Pilot or Aircraft Observer (Navigator, Bombardier, Radar Operator or Aircraft Performance Engineer). But at the end of your training you graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air Force, with pay of $5,300.00 a year.

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE? To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, you must have completed at least two years of college. This is a minimum requirement—it’s best if you stay in school and graduate. In addition, you must be between 19 and 26½ years, unmarried, and in good physical condition.

New Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Few Weeks!

HERE’S WHAT TO DO:

1. Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station. Fill out the application they give you.

2. If application is accepted, the Air Force will give you a physical examination.

3. Next, you take a written and manual attitude test.

4. If you pass your physical and other tests, you will be scheduled for an Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service Act allows you a four-month deferment while waiting class assignment.

Dr. McNulty  
(Continued from page 1)  

since he came to Trinity Dr. McNulty has instituted two new courses, American Language, and American Literature an Extension school. American Language, and American Literature is particularly fitted for his articles. A favorite topic for his articles is the American Language. He likes to point out that Americans have introduced 60,000 new words into the language, and not all slang either.

Another facet of his strong interest in writing is his action as judge in several important writing contests. One is the National Interscholastic Writing Contest, the second the Alpha Delta Phi International contest on which Professor Henry A. Perkins and John Farrar are also judges. No, that isn't all yet. Aiding the state of Vermont in the field and done much to promote better writing is Professor McNulty now serves as an Editorial Consultant.

When one adds all this up, the Professor is seen as a man who has worked hard to contribute to his field and done much to promote better writing.

The Fedil Air  
(Continued from page 2)  

nious matrios-tracting paper gliders, 2: Bookmarks, 3: Starting fires, 3: Making water bombs, 1 (we regret to say that this was made from strictly personal experience) Supplement to dinner, 2 (Hamlin Ding Bowl). The remaining ten students inter-
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Alpha Phi Omega Host to Over 160 Scouters from Area

The Mayors Says  
(Continued from page 4)  

Second on my list of praise is Fred Booth and his fine Freshmen quartet. They are bringing their charges along to a 10-2 record and winning their last 7 in a row, the fresh averaged a commendable 76.2 percent average. We have 127 points in one game, 78 points (for the season and 27.1% average), the Trojan football, the Matt Anderson, Bob Arne and John Swett all show promise of pushing up on the varsity next season. Coach Booth noted the general improvement of the team and especially that of Don Anderson.
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